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ABSTRACT

This study investigated the relationship between the duration

of free play periods and the social and cognitive levels of play in
kindergarten. The play of forty-one children in an elementary
school in Saint Paul, Minnesota was observed during fifteen minute
and thirty minute play sessions over a four week period using

Rubin's social-cognitive scale. It was hypothesized that the children

would exhibit a higher percentage of mature play categories, an
increase in social cognitive play behaviors, and a higher percentage

of positive affect, relative to other forms of play during the longer
play periods than during the shorter play sessions. Performing /
tests confirmed this hypothesis in regard to significantly higher

of group dramatic play in the long periods. Qualitative
observations were also completed through the use of two case studies
percentages

during the twenty day investigation for the purpose of subjective
observations. As expected these subjective pictures of play behavior

further supported the notions of higher Ievel play activity and
increased social behavior occurring in longer play sessions than

shorter ones.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The pu{pose of this study was to compare the relationships
between length of play activity and cognitive levels of play among

kindergarten students. It was a probability that the longer lengths of
time for play would contain higher levels of play activity than
shorter lengths. Content of play was the focus as it occurred during
cycles of activity. Specific questions investigated were: (1) Does the

length of play affect the type of activity during children's play
engagements? (2) Do children choose more social cognitive play

activities during longer lengths of play sessions than during shorter
periods of play sessions? (3) According to the Rubin Play
Observation Scale, what are the comparisons of behaviors between
shorter lengths of play and longer lengths of play?

(4) What are the

comparisons of affect between longer and shorter lengths of play
sessions according to the Rubin Play Observation Scale? Play during

this study refers to that activity which is self-directed and selfselected commonly known as "free-play" at the kindergarten level.

Play in this context was the child's autonomous interaction with
objects and people in the prepared classroom environment.
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The Importance of Play
Piaget viewed play as an important part of the learning process
where a child absorbs experiences and develops concepts (Piaget,

1970). These concepts are developed through social interaction
during which the child learns to see another person's point of view.
The social interaction takes place primarily through play activities

(Biber, 19M). "Children's spontaneous play provides opportunities

for exploration, experimentation, and manipulation that are essential
for constructing knowledge" (Bredekamp, lgg? p. 16). There are
certain characteristics describing play as stated by Garvey (1977):
(1) Play is pleasurable, enjoyable. Even when not in actual signs of
laughter the player positively values the activity

. (2) Play has no

extrinsic goals. Its motivations are intrinsic and serve no other
objectives. (3) Play is sponraneous and voluntary. It is not
obligatory but is freely chosen by the player. (a) Play involves some
active engagement on the part of the player. (5) Play has certain
systematic relations to what is not play.
Experience may be an act of behavior performed in a literal

fashion, whereas play requires a nonliteral attitude. What is done in
play is the "as if" quality with the players understanding that what is
done is not what

it appears to be (Garve!, lg77).

Play is especially important during the kindergarten age
because of the child's need to develop a sense of competence at this
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stage of development. When children are five or six years old, their

adult relationships and peer relationships are developing toward this
feeling of competence. The competence sense is a crucial step
needed to be mastered before formal instruction can have its impact

(Elkind, 1987). Elkind notes that play is the young child's only
defense against the actual or imagined slights and attacks of life.

Dramatic play, for example, allows children to affirm their
competence to adopt adult roles eventually. White (1959) notes that
behavior during play is motivated by a need to demonstrate a

capacity to control or produce effects in the environment. He calls
this competence/effectance motivation in the child's need to master
his/her surroundings (Ellis, 1973). "Psychologically safe classrooms
encourage self-expression and foster a sense of competence. "

(Bredekamp, 1992, p. 82).

Similar to this view is Glasser's control theory which states
that human behavior is the result of inner drives to control ourselves

in order to meet basic human needs (Glasser, 1986). According to

William Glasser's theory there are five genetic essential human
needs; (1) survival, (2) belonging, (3) power, (4) freedom,

fun. He maintains, for example, that if

and (5)

students feel they have no

power in their classes at school, they will lack the will to work.
When children have the opportunities to make choices in their school

activities, their needs for power and freedom are most likely to be
met with results of higher work achievement. Glasser cites the basic
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need for fun is associated with

play. "Without the relationship

between fun and learning we would not learn nearly as much,

especially when we are young and have so much to learn" (Glasser,
1986, p. 28).

Proximal Development of the Child
Play creates a zone of proximal development of the child

(Vygotsky, 1978). It is during play where a child behaves beyond
his/her BBe, above daily behavior, in play it is as though the child is a
head taller than

himself. Strict subordination to rules which

otherwise are almost impossible in life are in play quite possible.
The highest level of preschool development occurs in play where
there is a background for changes in needs and consciousness, the

creation of voluntary intentions, and the formation of real-life plans

(Berk, 1994).
Research has pointed out that the preschool child emerges with

a certain egocentrism in her/his thought and social

life. It is during

this stage until around eight years old when a child gradually
"decenters" (Garvey, 1977). This is the time during kindergarten

when the mind begins to take the perspective of other persons, to
understand how others feel and think, and to interpret differences in

points of view. The child is gradually moving toward cooperation
and teamwork.
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Piaget observed play as that zone of interference between

cognitive and affective interests with a special appearance during the
ages between two and seven years old being the height

of symbolic

play. The symbolic play is an assimilation of reality to the self. The
affective interests which are originally centered are widened during
this time of development into a decentering. During the process of
decentering the child moves toward socialization and cooperation. A

child of five, for example, will likely not be aware that he/she is rhe
brother or sister of his/her brother or sister. Piaget illustrates this
lack of perspective affects the logic of relations as well as the
awareness of self (Piaget, 1969).

Assumptions
Often societal pressures dictate what educators should be doing

in the child's preparation for the future. The issue of play in the
school curriculum is of interest because of these pressures to increase

levels of academic achievement. Critics currently indicate a concern
regarding low levels of academic performance in elementary schools
and play in the curriculum is often viewed with skepticism. Many

kindergarten classrooms still include play. However, free and
guided playtime has often been turned into directed play or work
disguised as play. It is really the balance between work and play that
the educator needs to justify. Research is beginning to show what
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children learn through play. By studying play activity and its

implications regarding the educational values, there is a hope for
enriching the understanding of the role of play in the kindergarten

curriculum.

Theories of Play
There are two major play theory paradigms for srudying play
(Sutton-Smith, 1980). One of them concentrates on individuals and
is used generally by educators and psychologists. Play is viewed as a
voluntary activity and also a means through which the player could
gain cognitively. The second paradigm is used by anthropologists
and sociolinguists. Play here is seen as a way of communicating with

others. The play activity reflects the culture of the larger society.
Defining play is important and expressing a rationale for play
is essential. Play could be a link to cognitive development and to
strengthen the studies of memory and social psychology (Spodek,

1986). Early theories explaining rationale for play fall into four
categories labeled (1) the surplus energy theory, (2) the relaxation

and recreation theory, (3) the practice theory, and (4) the
recapitulation theory of play (Rubin, et. al., 1983).
The theory that play is basically "blowing off steam" came to
be known as the surplus energy theory. The energy left over after

primary needs or work was viewed as superfluous energy. Beach
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(1945) describes, when a cat chases, catches, and eats a mousE, Z
certain amount of energy is used; but no one suggests that this is
extra, or sulplus energy. However, when the same cat chases,
catches, or chews on a rubber ball, an equal energy loss may occur;

but in this case it is said to be surplus energy which has been
released. Thus, ball chasing must be play, whereas mouse chasing is
not play. The decision as to whether or not the used up energy is
surplus energy, depends upon the interpretation of the behavior as

playful or serious.
The second classical theory of play suggests the energy is not
surplus but

deficit. This explains the recreation and relaxation

theory of play which results from a need for release and restoration.
Groos proposed a third rationale for play called the practice

theory. Groos (1901) claimed that childhood existed for the
of play and to allow for practice of adult activities. He also

puqpose

introduced the idea that children are more interested in the processes
rather than in the products of the behavior.
The fourth theory is based on the view that during childhood
the history of the human race was recaptured. This idea is the

recapitulation theory of play where it was thought that the motor
habits during play were re-enactments of the evolutionary process.
Other ideas are that play is viewed as a preparation for future

work. Piaget theorized that children acquire knowledge by
constructing from the inside out in interaction with the environment.
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He viewed play as a liaison between the child and cognitive

development. Rubin and Maioni (1975) theorized that classificarion

skills in young children possibly correlated with more mature play
(Bergen, 1988).

Elements

of

PIay

Piaget (1962) described three play categories based on stages

of cognitive development: (1) practice play, which is the
sensorimotor stage from ages birth to two; (2) symbolic play, which

is the pre-operational stage from ages two to seven; and (3) games

with rules, which is the concrete operational stage from ages seven to
eleven. Piaget viewed play as an affective to cognitive imbalance
during which children use play to incorporate their needs. He
defines play as the medium through which young children sustain a
sense

of continuity and equilibrium. The child's ego is struggling ro

adapt to reality and the activity of play provides the way to balance

this development.
Related to Piaget's operational intellectual levels, Smilansky

(1968) identified four kinds of play caregories: (Spodek, 1986) (1)
Functional or sensorimotor play, which includes simple, non-goal
oriented repetitive movements with or without objects (2)
Constructive play, which includes the manipulation of objects as in

building or creating (3) Dramatic play, which includes the

Chapter One: The lntroduction
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replacement of an imaginary object or circumstance to meet their
personal needs (4) Games with rules, which includes competitive

activities requiring children to accept and adapt present rules.

Piaget, Smilansky, Rubin
Because both constructive and dramatic play correlate with the

pre-operational stage of development, the play behavior of the
kindergarten aged child is often seen to

fit

these categories. Using

both Piaget's (1962) and Smilansky's (1968) schemata, Rubin (1978)
added pretend play as another category.

Table 1. Piaget, Smilansky, Rubin Schemata

l.

Piaset f 1962)

Smilanskv ( 1968)

Rubin ( 1978)

Practice play (sensorimotor)

Functional play

Functional play

Dramatic play

Pretend ptay

Constructive play

Constructive play

2. Symbolic play (imaginary)

3. Games with rules
(competitive with
established rules

Dramatic play
Games with rules

Games with rules
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The often used and popular phrase "play is the work of the

child", suggests that play is really something else. Or perhaps
society views work as a more respectable activity than play. Play

just is not easily detined. Educators attempt to describe play as being
distinct from work. It seems that it is more likely the reasons behind
an activity which may assist in labeling that activity as play or work

(Bergen, 1988).
Some claim that a combination of certain criteria identifies

play (Smith and Vollstedt, 1985). Their srudy revealed that

a

combination of nonliterality, positive affect, and flexibility was

helpful in the identification of play activity. Rubin claims that the
contexts in which behaviors occur may identify

play. His criteria to

define play are (a) intrinsic motivation; (b) orientation toward means
rather than ends; (c) internal rather than external points of control;

(d) noninstrumental actions rather than instrumental actions; (e)
freedom from externally imposed rules; and (f) active engagement

(Bergen 1988).

Procedures

for Investigation

The procedures in this study included using the Rubin Play
Observation (1989) model scale of play categories measuring social

play categories and cognitive play categories. (see below) Subjects
were forty-one kindergarten students which made up the total of
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the researcher's classes at Mississippi Creative Arts Magnet School in
Saint Paul, Minnesota. An experimental research design was

employed in which behaviors were recorded during a four week

period. For two weeks the class participated in fifteen minute daily
play periods while the other class participated in thirty minute play

periods. After two weeks the play period lengths reversed for
further observations. I-evels of play were observed and recorded to
assist in conclusions regarding levels of play in correlation to lengths

of play time in the kindergarten curriculum.
Theories, definitions, and rationale for play as a behavior in
the kindergarten classroom have been introduced in this section for

the purpose of illuminating the background regarding play's place in
the curriculum. The importance of play at this stage of a child's life
has begun to be examined. Play could be a necessary step in child

development before formal instruction. Enough time for play
should be allowed during the day at the pre-primary stage (Gartrell,

1994). There is the question of how much time should be designared

for play activity in the daily school schedule. Play lengrh and
observations of play behavior was the main topic of study
investigated.

Aug$urg Coltege Ubrary
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Chapter

II

LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature
regarding developmental kindergarten and the study of self-directed
play activity and its length in the daily curriculum. Attention will be
focused on defining the term play as it applies to the kindergarten
aged child including Piaget's developmental levels and play

categories. As kindergarten becomes more a part of the elementary
school, the time allowed for play has become an issue. By examining

play, its value will eventually be more completely understood
through field study in the classroom. The study of play has been
neglected because the traditional school thought

it was not important.

It was thought to be necessary only as a form of relaxation or to get
rid of excess energy. However, when the child plays, the mind's
perceptions, intelligence, and impulses to experiment are developing.

This is a step in the learning process of the young child to be
observed and studied. The study of play

will facilitate further

understanding of play and the implications toward play as a

legitimate factor in the curriculum (Biber, 1gB4).
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The History of Kindergarten
Historically the formal kindergarten, as we know it, originated

in Germany by Frederick Froebel. Translated, kinder

means

children and garten means garden, thus the term kindergarten.
Froehel observed children and designed certain materials and

activities called occupations to enhance the child's preparation for
schooling (Spodek, 1988).
[,ater, in Italy, Maria Montessori also developed a prescribed
method using certain materials for young children to manipulate in

preparation for further schooling (Montessori, 1966). Maria
Montessori observed children and concluded that children did not
desire to play but really wanted to

work. This explains why work

has become distasteful to adults, She attributed forced labor to

become a psychic barrier which makes work seem hard and

undesirable. "A child's instinct for work is a proof that work is
instinctive to man and characteristic of the species" (Montessori,
1966, p. 186). She recolTlmended that the school environment be a

carefully planned and realistic setting for children to manipulate real

life through certain didactic materials in preparation for society.

Chapter
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Adoption of Kindergarten in America
Bergen (1988) describes the early twentieth century English

nursery school which provided a more child self-directed approach

involving natural play activities. The United States adopted this
movement along with the growing appearances of public school
kindergartens (Bergen, 1988). Kindergarten continued to serve

toward "Americanizing" children, introducing subjects as a
preparation for upper elementary grades, and developing skills

(Spodek, 1986). Spodek reports that the psychoanalytic movemenr in
early childhood education influenced the appearance of dramatic play
as a means to work out emotional conflicts during growth. He goes

on to say that as kindergarten became more and more a part of the

public schools, programs were viewed as a bridge between school
and home. As he notes, school readiness and academic preparation
became part

of the kindergarten. According to Spodek's research

some kindergartens concentrated on academic skills while others

incorporated a more developmental stance with learning-how-tolearn skills. He claims that this philosophy offered an added
dimension to education as a purely academic or cognitive acquisition.

Katz (1984) points out that our history with the Puritan ethic

of work has created perhaps an uncomfortable attitude toward play.
She says play had been seen as even sinful by some people. In

Puritan New England the child was viewed as one born in original
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sin. The child's

enthusiasm for play was thought of as something

evil. The definition of the duties of the child was to honor, love, and
fear God. The recent research on play has uncovered many values
now evidenced during play activity (Katz, 1984). The very fact thar
educators must prove the value of play shows that the work ethic

may still be there (Passidomo, 1994).

Theories
A distinct behavior

for

Play

such as play gives the active child an

acceptable outlet from the surplus energy theory, academics should
balance with active play from the recreation theory, children learn

through their play from the practice theory, and play reflects the
culture called recapitulation theory (Katz, 1gB4).
Even though there are shortcomings, the four classical theories

of play have had major impacts on the field today.. Modern day
views concerning the forms and functions of children's play can be
traced to these classical theories.

The Surplus En ergv Theory

The surplus energy theory of play has been heard many times
as the "blowing off of steam" even as early as the eighteenth century.

For example, Friedrich van Schiller, an eighteenth century poet and
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philosopher, defined play as "the aimless expenditure of exuberant
energy" (Rubin, 1983,p.694). He felt that play was the energy left
over after animals and people met their bodily needs. Young
animals and children, because they were not responsible for their

own survival, were thought to have a total energy surplus. This
surplus was worked off through play. Actually, Schiller's writings
are still used today. Moreover, the writings of Piaget reflect that
mode of thinking. For example, physical and symbolic play appear

in the writings of Piaget.
spencer, a nineteenth century British philosopher and

psychologist, has been credited with the first psychological
expression of the "surplus energy", theory of play (Rubin, 1gB3).
Spencer believed that there was a universal tendency for animals and
humans to be active. He felt that mental and physical activity caused

nerve cells to be torn down. He said that the cells were replenished

in quiet time. The revitalized cells were viewed as being especially
sensitive to stimulation; the result was an almost uncontrollable
desire for action. The "higher" animals had more energy to use on

non-life supporting endeavors than did the "lower" animals. The
superfluous activities were labeled "play". Spencer was also an

instinct theorist. For example, the human has a desire for conquest
and dominance. The play fight or the rough and tumble play of

young boys would confirm this theory. Different forms of play,
according to Spencer, were instinctive. Most interesting was his
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categorizing play as (1) the superfluous activity of the sensory-motor
set (2) artistic-aesthetic play (3) the higher coordinating powers of
games, and (4)

mimicry. These different forms of play were

supposedly accounted for by various inborn instincts.

tion and Rec

es of Pla

The second theory on play is the opposite of the

first.

Here

the play comes about because it is an energy deficit rather than a

surplus. Moritz Lazarus, a nineteenth century German philosopher,
said that hard labor leaves humans mentally and physically spent

(Rubin, 1983). Such fatigue necessitates a certain amount of rest and
sleep. However, full recuperation was only thought possible when a
person engaged in activities that allowed a release from the reality
based constraints of

work. Play would restore the person. Lazarus'

theory didn't speak much about children's play. An early twentieth
century philosopher, G.T.W. Patrick, said that play was necessary

for relaxation. In essence he felt that brain work was more taxing
than physical labor. To Patrick, the play of children was motivated

by "race habits" and "race memories" (Rubin, 1983, p. 696).
Primitive humans depended on wild and domesticated animals for

survival. He said this was the reason children were preoccupied with
animal books, animal plays, and teddy bears. tn addition, Patrick
noted that the child's first musical instruments - the rattle, drum and
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horn - were instinctive. They were the first musical instruments of

our primitive ancestors.

The

(or Pre-exercise) T

of Plav

Groos, a neo-Darwinian, believed that play had to serve an
adaptive purpose for

it to have continued existence over the years in

various species. Groos suggested that the period of childhood (or

immatutity) existed in order that the organism could play (Rubin,
1983). He believed that the length of play varied with the lengrh of

immaturity. These increasingly longer periods of immaturity were
considered necessary for the more complex organisms to practice the

skills necessary in adulthood. Moreover, play existed to allow the
practice of adult activities. Many contemporary psychologists have
accepted some of his beliefs. They go along with Groos' view that

children's play was made up of "don'[ have to" activities. He
suggested that while playing, children are more interested in the
process rather than in the products of the behavior. He also wrote

that the play of children changed with development. First, there was
experimental play, which included sensory and motor practice play.
this lead to constructive play and the practice of the higher mental
powers (games with rules category). Also, there was socionomic

play which included fighting and chasing (rough and rumble play)
and imitative, social, and family games (dramatic play). the purpose
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of experimental play was to aid in the development of self control.
Socionomic play served the purpose of developing interpersonal

relationships. (Rubin, 1983)

The

tulati

of Pla

G.S. Hall and Luther Gulick, two followers of nineteenth

century Darwinian theory, viewed children with the link in the
evolutionary chain between animal and adult human being (Rubin,

1983). Through play the motor habits and the spirits of the pasr
could be reenacted. He felt that the cultural periods in the history of
humans were assumed to be in a sequence as follows: the animal
stage (as reflected in children's climbing and swinging); the savage
stage (hunting, tiag, hide and seek); the nomad stage (keeping pets);

the agricultural/patriarchal srage (dolls, digging in sand); and the

tribal stage (team games). The games of modern humankind were
viewed simply as reflections of earlier racial or behavior at that
point of time. For example, the hard running, accurate throwing,
and club hitting in baseball were viewed as an outgrowth of early

hunting activities. Hall suggested that, in play, the original instincts

found outlets for expression. In other words, play was linked to the
expression of innate patterns of behavior. The recapitulation
theorists viewed children's play as serving a cathartic (a cleansing of
the emotions) in development.
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Definition of Play Behavior
The definition of play and its role in education has often been

written from the adult's point of view. Nancy King (1997)
researched the topic to find out how children viewed

play. The

children interviewed easily described their activities as work or play.
These categories were separate in their minds. One child said,

"When you work you are not playing.

"

Activities that nearly all

children agreed were play included using a math game, listening to a
record, building with blocks, having a snack and painting pictures.
Some activities were labeled work at one time and play at another.

Whether an activity is defined as work or as play appears to depend
on the context in which the activity is carried out. The children
defined play activities as voluntary in contrast with activities assigned

by the teacher as work.
King's (1987) study on play definition resulted in kindergarren
aged children describing play as something children are free to
choose for themselves rather than an adult telling them what to do

even

if the adult activity

was appealing (Nourot

& Hoorn, lggl).

Similar to this view is Katz's (1984) description of play as an activity
that is self-directed rather than teacher directed. Another viewpoint
is the statement that it is the reasons for the activity which give clues
as to whether the activity is play or not (Bruce, 1gg3).
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"If certain researchers show that play is important in
development or education, then practitioners would need to know

what basis play had been or should be distinguished from other
behaviors" (Smith and Vollstedt, 1985, p. 1042). An empirical study
done by Smith and Vollstedt showed the use of a definition of play to
be that of certain features occurring together when observing the

behavior of preschool children. During the authors' studies they
used the Krasnor and Pepler (1980) criteria which is listed as

flexibility, positive affect, intrinsic motivation, nonliterality, and
means/end as the factors in identifying play behaviors.

Piaget's Developmental Levels
When authors examine the significance of play, they research

child development. Many times they refer to the steps of
progression in the growth of a child. Human development research
indicates that there are universal, predictable sequences of growth
and change that occur in children during the first nine years of life.
These predictable changes occur in all domains of development -

physical, emotional, social, and cognitive. Knowledge of typical
development of children within the age span served by the program

provides a framework from which teachers prepare the learning
environment and plan appropriate experiences. Piaget identified
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developmental levels at which there exist play categories (Spodek,
1e86).

1.

Functional or sensorimotor play which is simple, nongoal play

2.

Constructive play which is the manipulation of objects in

creating or building

3.
4.

Dramatic play which involves the imaginary.
Games with rules which includes competitive activities

requiring acceptance and adaptance of rules.

In Piaget's theory, constructive play evolves toward work and
dramatic play toward games with rules. In the years from four to
seven children begin to be able to participate in games with rules.

Such games evolve from sensorimotor combinations (races, ball
games) or intellectual combinations (cards, chess) and are regulated

by a code that has been handed down or by mutual agreement. Katz
(1984) notes that cross-cultural research shows that different cultures
define competition in various ways with some cultures accenting
cooperation more than competition.

Bergen's Schema of Play and Learning
Bergen (1988) points out that our society emphasizes

production, competition, and exploitation which influences our view
on what children should be doing. She writes that many educators
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have reduced the amount of play time in kindergarten because of
necessities for basic

skills. A further report of Bergen's is that some

teachers may not understand what play is and how to facilitate play

in the classroom. She defines constructive play as self-directed
problem solving, for example, making an airplane with blocks. She
notes that this type of play combines physical and motor repetitive

activity with symbolic representation of objects. Symbolic behavior
occurs in both pretend play and constructive play (Nourot

& Hoorn,

1991). Pretend play that is inclusive of another person is called
sociodramatic play.
From free play to work the outline suggests that free play
carries the greatest degree of motivation and internal control

(Bergen, 1988).
Free

Play

Guided

/

play

Drected play

Work Disguised
As PIay

Work

I
I

Discovery

karning

Guided Discovery
Leaming

Reception

Rote

lrarning

lrarning

DrillRepetitive
Practice

Table

2. "The Schema of Play and Learning"
(Bergen, 1988, p.

l7l).
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Bergen notes that play research studies have lately become

more numerous because of the realization that there may be a
connection between play and cognitive or language development.
She describes play as the medium by which the higher processes

evolve (Bergen, 1988).

Similarly, Chenfeld (1991) reports that many parenrs are
concerned that their children are not using time wisely because they
are playing instead of learning. Teachers in many schools feel

obligated to eliminate free time or play time in favor of formal

instruction with predetermined outcomes (Chenfeld, 1gg1).

Developmentally Appropriate Practice
From a reorganization of the National Association for Nursery
Education in 1964, arrived the new name National Association for
the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) which includes rhe ages

birth through eight. A reporr of the NAEyc's Commission on
Appropriate Education for Young Children resulted in guidelines
regarding curriculum for young children. The idea of
developmentally appropriate practice derived from concerns over
inappropriate curriculum in the early childhood classrooms. For
example, many kindergartens and preschools were (and may yet) be

similar to first grade classrooms complete with workbooks, desks,
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and other goals not conducive to the younger learner (Bredekamp,
Leez).

Curriculum issues were of particular concern to early
childhood educators because of the demand for use of inappropriate

formal teaching. Because of the "back to the basics" movement,
many elementary schools have narrowed the curriculum and adopted
instructional approaches that are incompatible with current
knowledge about how young children learn and develop.
"Therefore, a principle of practice for primary age children is that
the curriculum provide many developmentally appropriate materials

for children to explore and think about and opportunities for
interaction and colrlmunication with other children and adults.

Similarly, the content of the curriculum must be relevant, engaging
and meaningful to the children themselves" (Katz and Chard, in
press, p 64., Bredekamp, 1987). Developmentally appropriate

curriculum for young children is planned to be suited to the age span
of the children within the group.
Children's play is an important indicator of their mental

growth. Play enables the children to progress along the
developmental sequence as to the concrete operational thinking

exhibited by primary children. In addition to its role in cognitive
development, play also serves important functions in children's
physical, emotional, and social development.
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Description of Dramatic Play
Lillard (1993) describes the term pretend play as symbolic
Play or group dramatic

play. She speculates that pretend play is a

zone of proximal development. She suggests that children are at a

higher cognitive level during this pretense activity. Lillard cautions
that this could be a false view because pretend play may simply
appear to he more than meets the eye. She describes pretend play as

"any activity that is engaged in for the purpose of fun, rather than

survival" (Lillard, 1993, p. 349). Furthermore she explains that
pretend play or dramatic play is the nonreal transformed into the

real in the spirit of

fun. Lillard (1993) lists five

characrerisrics:

1. A pretender
?. A reality (obviously omnipresent)
3. A mental representation that is different from reality.
4. A layering of the representation over the reality, such
that they exist within the same space and time.

5.

Awareness on the part of the pretender of components

2,3,

and 4.

There are theorists who claim that fantasy play enhances social

cognitive skills and it is during dramatic play that children ofren
pretend that one object is something else (Lillard, 1993). Lillard
notes this as object substitution in the example of a block thought
as a

cookie. She concludes from research and observations that

of
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representational skills may be evident in pretend play earlier than in
non-pretend activity.

The highest level of sociodramatic play includes six evaluative

factors: imiration role play, make-believe in regard to objects,
make-believe in regard to actions and situations, persistence (in a

play episode for at least ten minutes), interaction with at least two
players involved, and verbal corlmunication (Katz,

lgM).

Children's ahility to use explicit language to negotiate and describe
hypothetical situations such as housekeeping play or superhero
adventures draws on the same capacities in symbolic thought as those
needed to write a poem (Katz, 1gB4).

Play allows children to work through their ideas in the similar

way that adults discuss alternatives to problems (Nourot & Hoom,
1991). Dramatic role playing may contribute toward prospective
taking abilities as children play out imaginary themes (Chenfeld,
19e1).

Implementation Concerns
Kostelnik ( 1992) addresses questions and misunderstandings
concerning the term developmentalty appropriate in regard to
preschool and kindergarten programs. Her study points out that
there is no absolute way to facilitate a developmentally appropriate

program. She suggests that teachers must make continual evaluative
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judgments relating to what children need. When Kostelnik examines
the classroom, she notices that the developmentally appropriate
classroom possesses a structure that is flexible according to each

child's specific requirements. Thus, her study describes the learning
centers where children self-discover as they work individually or in

small groups as well as whole group instruction. Kostelnik also
describes learning as occurring vertically and horizontally. She

likens vertical learning to climbing a ladder as if fact is built upon
fact as higher skills are accomplished. Her view of horizontally
learning is that of a conceptually based one where connections are
made as if spread out in a web-like direction. She places academics

as being part of the child's

life learning according to maturity. For

example, she explains that teaching an isolated skill must be in

relation to some meaning in the child's mind. Kostelnik suggests
using concrete materials, real life situations, questioning techniques,
problems to stimulate observations and comparisons, and integrating
concepts and

skills. Lastly

she mentions that a time and space be set

aside for free play in the curriculum.

Length of Time for Play
Researchers found that children need long periods of time to

explore and engage in free play. Casey & Lippman (19g1) nored
that children need lengthy free choice during the day to move,
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construct, and elaborate on the themes of dramatic play and block

play. A child will stay engaged in a task that is meaningful and
appealing to him/her for a long time. Their studies indicared that
kindergarten children did not possess short attention spans.
Measurable cognitive growth was documented in a study of free play
in kindergarten supporting the case for regular periods of self-

directed play (Wakefield, 1989). Further supporring lengrh of play,
Christie and Wardle (1992) researched and observed kindergarten
children participating at play. Their findings supporr rhe idea thar
adequate length of play time is necessary for the higher levels
of
constructive play and socio-dramatic play. They believe that
sophisticated and higher cognitive forms of play require longer
lengths of time to fully develop.

Summary
This chapter has presented research evidence of the
importance of play in the kindergarten curriculum. It was suggested
that children learn best when they initiate and direct their own play.
Much attention by researchers has been given to piaget's
developmental levels during which self-directed activity or play
provided children with the necessary background and experience

for

later cognitive Processes. Authors and educators have often referred
to these levels in their research of child development. They felt
that
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each stage needed to be lived through for healthy development.

Dewey stated that the child needs to be close to some interest and
purPose directly connected to his everyday

life.

These studies have

helped dispel the Puritan attitude in the United States as work having

more value than play.
The methodology and research design used in the study of play
duration's affect on levels of play in the kindergarten classroom will
be explained in Chapter III.
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III

METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN
The topic of this study was the examination of self-directed

play activity and its length in the daily kindergarren curriculum.
The hypothesis was that longer lengths of play activity tend to
produce higher levels of play among kindergarten-aged children. It
was also expected that more social play behavior would ensue during
the longer play sessions compared to the shorter ones. With all
variables as constant as possible, it was only the length of time

allotted for free-play that varied during the study. Time allocated

for play was directly compared to childrens social and cognitive
levels of play in the kindergarten classroom.

Description of Observation
Subjects were forty-one kindergarten students attending the
same classroom with the same teachers. Twenty students attended

the

mo*ing

session while twenty-one students attended the afternoon

session. Beginning October 26th, the afternoon session's class size
changed to twenty students. All students were allowed to be present
during each play period. The play periods occurred at the end of the
kindergarten schedules in both sessions. Beginning on October lgth,
the morning kindergarten sustained a thirty minute daily play period
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while the afternoon kindergarten's play period allotment was fifteen
minutes. After ten days of observation the classes reversed play time

allotment. During each observation the teacher observer watched the
target child for thirty seconds before actually recording the
particular play behavior. A total of two minutes was obtained

during the individual recording episode before moving on to the next
target child.
The classroom provided 720 square feet. Play materials were

carefully stocked and available with a balance of dramatic play props
and constructive materials. See Appendix C for a comprehensive list

of classroom items. Appendix D displays a classroom map. During
the first two weeks of school, children were instructed and guided in
basic safety rules and protocol during free-play. The children
practiced interacting with one another, discussed how to play, and

initiated classroom rules in relation to manners and friendship

building. For example, ground rules were in agreement regarding
walking in the classroom. Children reasoned that running would not
be acceptable because, for example, one might disturb another

person's block construction or upset a container of paint. The
teachers' roles consisted of setting the stage for play, listening, and

facilitating the scene. While the teacher observer recorded play
behaviors an additional teacher facilitated in the classroom for all

sessions. The fifteen minutes of non-play occurring with the fifteen
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minute play time allotments was used for teacher directed extensions

of the math and language lessons.

Rubin's Play Observation Scale
The research instrument consisted of a two dimensional play
observation scale developed by Dr. K.H. Rubin (1989). (See

Appendix A.) This model of observation draws on the categories of
cognitive play developed by Smilansky (1968) and the Parren ( 1932)
social categories. Non-play categories are also included. The four
Smilansky cognitive play categories are: functional, constructive,
dramatic and games with rules. The Parten social categories are:
solitary play, parallel play, and a combination of associative/
cooperative play called group play. Solitary play is described as a

child playing apart from other children at a distance greater than
three feet. The child is usually playing with toys that are differenr

from those other children are using. An example was a child playing
alone with an aiqplane. In parallel play the child plays independently

but can, although not necessarily, brings him/her within three feet of
other children. S/he is often playing with toys that are similar ro
those that the children around him/her are using. The child may use

"parallel speech", i.e. verbalizing his/her own thoughts for the
benefit of the other children (Rubin, 1989). An example of this was
a child making a house with legos. The child wanted rhe other
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children to see it (it was notable by the child's expression) but the

child played independently. In the group play the child plays with
other children and there is a cornmon purpose to the activity. There
are two or more children interacting with one another. An example

of this was when several children were setting dishes around a circle
while pretending to have a "cop meeting". They used dishes as they
said that they were having food before the meeting. An explanation

of the Rubin Play Observation Scale is included in rhe appendix.
Subjects' play behavior was coded during play periods. The

order of observation was randomized daily but tracked for a total of

four students observed per play period. Each child was coded twice
during each ten day duration for two and one-half minutes giving a
total of ten minutes observation time per student over the complete

twenty day study. During the longer play period (thirty minutes
play time), the observation took place the final fifteen minutes of

play. In addition, one child

chosen randomly (but for consideration

of gender and race) from each kindergarten session, was observed
five minutes daily over the twenty days.

Data Analysis
Results from the classroom observation were tallied from

Rubin's Play Observation Scale to obtain comparisons between play
levels and time allocation for play in the kindergarten environment.
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A r test was performed to determine the significant level of any
observed difference in play levels. Case studies were also developed.
The focus and purpose of the following case studies was to observe

levels and patterns of play behavior regarding lengths of time for

play opportunities in the kindergarten classroom. Techniques used
to gather data consisted of note taking narratives during daily
observation in the natural setting of the classroom. Rubin's Play

Observation Scale (1989) also provided the framework with an
emphasis on descriptive examples of behavior. Participants
represented one child from each kindergarten session chosen at

random except for consideration of gender and race. The children
were observed daily throughout the study.
The case study approach is excellent for gaining insight and
understanding in order to support the observation.
test theory or build theory.

A case study can

It gives a random sampling that isolates

the whole picture so that the researcher can see a specific "study" or

slice of

life. In this case, the end product was the data concerning

time for play. Humans and human behavior cannot always be
measured quantitatively.

It was hoped that the case study would add

a qualitative dimension to the investigation to complement the

quantitative nature of the study.
The researcher was also the teacher thus acting as researcher

participant. By adding the case studies, it was intended that there
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would be a further dimension to illuminate and extend the data
analysis concernirrg time for play.

The author of this study will expand on the statistical resulrs of
the observations in Chapter

IV.

Descriptions of the analysis

will

further illuminate the levels of play and time allotted for play in
kindergarten.
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Chapter IV
RESULTS AND FINDINGS

The Data and Treatment of the Data
This section describes the results from the observations of play
activities in the kindergarten classroom coded according to Dr.
Kenneth Rubin's Observation Scale. As expected there were

significant factors pointing to the idea that length of time for play
would affect levels of play behavior. The observations were
conducted over a twenty one day time span to compare fifteen

minutes and thirty minutes of play activity. Each kindergarten
session, morning and afternoon, sustained written observations

of

both fifteen minute and thirty minute play time allotments.
Before observations ensued, the classroom was designed
according to age appropriate levels of interest including a variety of
disciplines with a wide spectrum of choices. The levels of maturity
were also taken into account to provide for diversity in ranges of
sophisticated modes of children's play activity. For example, choices

in the dramatic and constructive areas involved large lego blocks for
younger motor stages and more intricate legos with social themes (a

play hospital) for more advanced stages of development. The
configuration of the classroom's play areas and selection of materials
remained constant over the time periods of play study. Each
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kindergarten session began with an equally clean environment with

furniture and materials arranged in an identical manner. All
children were allowed to self-select among the play areas. Teachers
acted as facilitators with as little interference during children's

activities as possible.

Results

In total, one hundred sixty two activities during play time
were observed and recorded. The analysis consisted of organizing a

tally of the observations during play time according to Rubin's
Observation Scale play categories. Each subject was assigned a
number and that subject's age in years and months, the gender, the

morning or afternoon session, and the longer or shorter play length
session. The coding sheet containing this information also indicated
the observed play behavior as nested on Rubin's Play Observation

Scale. Calculations were conducted from the raw data and r rcsts
were performed to determine

if

the longer play time yielded

statistically significant higher levels of play than the shorter play

times. Correlations between variables were computed to measure
group dramatic play, group constructive play, group games, and
incidences of non-play. These / tests were used to compare data

distribution in order to give an appropriate measurement to the
quantitative study. The I test was a method of statistically obtaining a
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distribution of the data measured against a parameter or number of
degrees of freedom. This r distribution contributed to the

determination of whether the difference between the means of the
variables, play time duration and levels of play, was significant. To

find a true correlation, that is to say that the likelihood of any
occurrence by chance, may not be greater than five out of one
hundred.

Although tifty eight percent of the forty one subjects were

girls, gender was not a critical factor during the play observation

study. See the comparison graph of male and female group play in
Appendix G.
The mean age was 5.685 years with 6.5 years being the
maximum age and 5.1 years the minimum.

Analyses

Findings were isolated into two areas: play levels and affect.

Levels of Plav

The findings supported the hypothesis that longer play times
resulted in more incidences of group dramatic play compared to the
shorter play times. Group dramatic play showed a significant

difference during the total thirty minute play episodes compared to
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the fifteen minute play episodes (p < .0006). Thirty minutes yielded
a mean of .488 compared to fifteen minutes mean of .?32.

Although group constructive incidences were higher during
the longer play duration, the evidence reflected no significant

difference (p > .4489) regarding group constructive play and length

of time for play.
V/hile group games play did not meet p > .05, it approached a
statistical difference (p > .1804). Thirty minutes yielded a mean of
.087 and fifteen minutes only .037 for group games

play. This

suggests that the longer play time episodes tend to support the

physical set up of most games, recruitment of members, and the time

to allow for sustaining turn-taking in group games.
Non-play occurrences were analyzed from the total tallied
results collected. Rubin's non-play categories included coded cells of

transition, unoccupied, onlooker, aggression, teacher conversation,
peer conversation, exploratory and reading acts.
Classroom observations revealed a tendency toward non-play

activity during the shorter (fifteen minute) play episodes which could
be explained by the fact that children were in a pre-focus state

mind. Play activity could more likely

of

emerge after this stage of

indecisions, explorations, and negotiations. Elaborate constructive

play, group games, and group dramatic play are not a spontaneous
development in kindergarten. Adequate and sufficient time is

required for these higher levels of play activity.
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Additional analyses indicated that although female students
were observed to have engaged in group dramatic play more often
than male students. The difference was not statistically significant as
the mean for male students was .219 and the mean for female
students was .415.

Table

3.

of Rubin's Social-Cognitive play

Comparisons

Categories: 15 minutes versus 30 minutes

Mean Number of
Obterved Behaviors

15 Min.

Group Functional

3_0

Min.

I Value

Prob.

0

0

0

0

Group Constructive

.l l0

.150

-.'759

.1H;89

Group Dramatic

.232

.488

-3.501

.0006* *

Group Games

.000

.o37

-t.345

.1804

p>0.05* p> 0.01**
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Table

4.

in Affect

Observed Difference
N

unt

erofS
15

nts

Min.

30.

Obs erved

Min. Sub-total Total

Displa
positive affect

45

67

112

neutral affect

34

13

47

0

3

negative affect

/,

J

Percentage
Displaving
positive affect
neutral afflect
negative affect

of

Students

Miru
4O.l9Vo
7?.34Vo
lOO4o
15

162

30 Min.

Toal

59.82Vo

IOOVo

27.66Vo

LOOVo

}Vo

IAOVo

5.

Group Percentage of observations in Affect

Perce

se ofO bservatiorts of Affect within Eac h Groun

Table

Displavinq

15 Min.

30 Min.

Mean

positive affect

54.88Vo

83.757o

69.l4Vo

neutral aff,ect

4t.46Va

16.25Vo

29.OlVo

3.66To

jVo

I.85Vo

negative affect

TOTAL

lOjVo

IOjVo

IO0Vo
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Comparisons of Affect

The behavioral indices of positive, neutral, or negative affect
were recorded on each of the observed play episodes.
score was recorded

if the behavior

A positive

displayed a sign of prosocial

interaction. Examples of positive affect would be smiling, inviting
another to play, helpgiving, affection, etc.

Neutral interactions included behaviors which were observed
as being neither prosocial nor agonistic actions. An example would

be the verbal exchange of information or a cofilmon sharing of ideas
between playmates.

Anti-social actions were recorded as negative affect.
Examples of these behaviors would be quarrelirrg, rejection, overt
noncompliance, teasing, or physical attack. (See Appendix H bar
graph representing the play study observarion of affect.)

The data in Table 4 indicates a higher percentage total of
positive affect during the thirty minute play time allotment compared

to the fifteen minute play time. These results support the notion of
the psychologically safe environment evident in the complete play

cycle of a longer time duration. The shorter play time duration of
fifteen minutes sustained a higher percentage of neutral affect at the
expense of positive

affect. Another explanation for the higher

percentage of neutral affect during the shorter play times could be in

conjunction with the constructive play incidences. It seems that
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observances of constructive play tend toward a neutral affect

regarding play behavior.
Negative affect was not reported very often in the fifteen play
time allotment while not at all during the thirty minute session. (See
Table

5)

The recorded behavior of aggression such as an expression

exhibiting anger or displeasure constituted negative affect. Negative
behavior such as this is more likely to occur when children are
frustrated or feeling a lack of a need. An example is the need to

know there is time for a turn on the play truck. As seen in Table 5,
positive affect was reported in more observations during the thirty
minutes than fifteen minutes. On the other hand, neutral affect
observation occulred more during the fifteen minute play sessions.

The analyses provided comparisons of social cognitive play
levels and affect according to length of time allowed for play in the

classroom. Results indicated that the longer play time allotments
displayed higher levels of social cognitive play and more incidences

of positive affect. However, there are limitations in a quantitative
study where numerals have not fully illustrated the picture. A
qualitative approach was conducted through two case studies for the
purpose of adding a subjective view.
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Case Studies

Case studies were conducted for a closer observation of human

behavior. Two case studies have added more understanding for an
interpretation in context.

Case S tudv

A

Case Study rrArr was a 6.0 year old male from a Southeast

Asian family where the home language was primarily Hmong. His
school attendance was regular and on time daily during the study.

Although "A" seemed physically active during most of the day, his
moments during play time were generally sedentary and predictable.

For example, the same play objects were chosen over and over
throughout the observations. 'rAtr seemed to prefer small motor
activities where he could manipulate materials such as tiny legos and
minute lego parts. Often this resulted in finely constructed
buildings, vehicles, such as spaceships, and lego characters built with
parts no bigger than a fingernail. On a particular occasion during a

thirty minute Play session, "A " constructed, as usual in a parallel
social fashion, some bristle blocks into an elaborate pattern. The
construction appeared to the observer to resemble a weapon and
through the partner teacher's interpretation of dialoge and
questioning with I'Arr, his explanation was that he had made a
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spaceship. The observer then turned physically away so rrArr would
not feel watched by the teacher. From peripheral vision the
observer noted trArr dramatizing a sword fight with a playmate. The

children mocked anger and pretend fighting while not displaying
true unfriendliness. It was obvious that ttArr understood the school's
no weapon policy to a certain degree. He did not seem to want to
admit that the spaceship really was not a ship but a sword, thus

fooling his teachers and carrying on with his fantasy play. "A" was
also usually in company with other male playmares who followed
similar tastes in play preferences. "A"'s play usually began with
constructive activities such as legos and blocks. Longer play sessions
allowed rrAr,s parallel constructive activity to evolve into group

(social) dramatic play in most observed instances.

Case S tudv B

"8" was a 6.0 year old female kindergartener from
a native Minnesotan family. "8" also attended school regularly and
Case Study

daily throughout the twenty day play observations. ''B',
demonstrated independent reading to the teacher on the first day of

kindergarten. Her confidence became evident during the longer play
sessions when she displayed Ieadership qualities. For example,

"8"

verbally suggested to dramatize cooking with several playmates. She
even assigned roles to other children and directed where they should
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sit or stand in the play grocery store. This appeared to be a positive
leading of activity as opposed to being "bossy" or dictatorial since
playmates were compliant, smiling, and accepting. "8'''s play

behavior of this type occurred only during the longer play sessions.
The shorter play sessions revealed "8" displaying more solitary and
exploratory behavior as she appeared to be planning and not quite
seeking out playmates due to lack of adequate time.

Com

son

A comparison can be described from a day during the first
week of the observational study. Case Study ttA, was setting up play

farm animals with another child while the two children sang the song
Old MacDonald Had a Farm. The children arranged blocks inro
pretend fences, pens, and doors for the play farm animals.

Dramatization and symbolic play occurred as the children
manipulated various play farm animals through the pretend doors
and into certain pens. This was accompanied by the appropriate

farm animal noises and singing. The scene took place during the
longer play time allotment of thirty minutes. Earlier that morning
they had attended a language and science lesson on farm animals in
conjunction with a shared reading of the book, Old MacDonald Had a
Farm.
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Case Study

"8" on that day was observed during

the fifteen

minute (shorter) play time exploring didactic materials on a shelf.
The child traced fingers on sandpaper letters and numerals. Each
letter and numeral in the tray was examined by

rrB tr

with no other

children within three feet and no social eye contact. "8" was

involved in a solitary non-play activity and the facial expression was
that of concentration and seriousness. In comparison ,,A'' had
become involved in a group constructive and dramatic play while

"8" had singularly

sought out an activity to explore. One could

surmise that rrA, needed and received time to plan the scene, recruit
members, gather materials, and organize the materials to carry out
the plan of dramatization. I'Brrrs play time was limited to a stage of

exploration supporting the thought that kindergarteners do not
automatically turn on and off the activities of play. Rather, the play

activity evolves from ideas, plans, collections of objects and props,
negotiations with other children, and the blending of all these play
elements.

Patterns

There appeared to be a pattern in the comparison of "A "'s and
rrBrt's
play behavior, It was noted that rrA, was involved in group

play nine out of ten observations during the longer play time

allotment. During the shorter play time allotment, rrA'r participated
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in group play only two of ten observations. '!rB,''s group play
preference followed a similar pattern in that the longer play session
resulted in eight instances of group play out of ten observations.

During the shorter play time allotment, "8" chose group play in
three of ten observations.

Summary
what activities do children engage in when they play? How
does the length of time for play affect the play scene? In this chapter
answers to these questions are provided in the results and findings

from the observations of play activities in the classroom using Dr.
Kenneth Rubin's observation scale. It is a first hand experience. It
was found that the longer length of time designated for play in the

kindergarten classroom allowed for increased social and dramatic

play. Group dramatic play required a certain amount of time for
children. The f tests were used to compare the data distribution in
order to give appropriate measurement to the quantitative study.
This chapter has also provided additional supporr to length of
play by the use of two case studies. The two case studies supported
the theory that there was a difference in play depending on the length

of time for play. There was a pattern in the comparison of

,,A,,,s

and rrBr,s play behavior. It was noted that "A" was involved in
group play nine out of ten observations during the longer play time
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allotment compared to involvement in only solitary or parallel play
during the shorter play sessions. "B" chose group play in three out

of ten observations during the shorter play time allotment. The
longer play sessions allowed for rrBrrts group play on a daily basis.

More time for play as a necessity for child development and its
importance to all ages of society

will

be addressed in Chapter V.
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Chapter V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The outcomes and results of this study support the hypothesis
that children engage in a higher level form of play , namely group
dramatic play, during longer play sessions than during shorter play
sessions. The longer play sessions of thirty minutes allowed for
more social interaction and increased sophistication of play levels.

During the shorter play sessions of fifteen minutes many children did
not have the time to get involved in social or group play activities.
For example, games intended to be played came to abrupt halts just
as players were gathering and deciding their tactics. Props would be

explored, set up, and assigned for a dramatic scene only to be
cancelled due to lack of adequate time. Thirty minute play times
contained more fully developed play than the fifteen minute play
episodes.

Time for play in kindergarten allows for emerging social and
cognitive skills to move toward greater and more complex forms of

activity. Cognitive-structural
accelerated beyond natural
adequate time for

change is age-related and cannot be

limits. One must consider the absence of

play. For example, during one of the fifteen

minute play sessions a child chose to paint a picture at the easel. She
donned the paint shirt, clipped on a fresh piece of paper, examined
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the paint colors and brushes, and proceeded to create her product.
There was no conversation with anyone else because that was the end

of the play time. Because it took fifteen minutes for that one
activity, there remained no more time for opportunities elsewhere.
Her disappointment was evident when she sighed, "That's

it? No

more time? I only got to do one thing!" Children need an expanded

block of time to move on. Perhaps her next idea would he very
necessary to the higher levels of

play. True, it is the balance of

teacher-directed and child-directed activity that is also important.

The child should not always be left to follow every whim, but guided
and provided within an age-appropriate environment. An

appropriately designated length of time duration for play allows for
the child's cycle of activity to be properly completed.

An interesting observance on the experience during the study
was the affect on other parts of the day regarding shorter or longer
play time sessions. There seemed to be a better class attention span
during teacher-directed lessons when the longer play sessions took

place. Children seemed more compliant toward adult directed tasks
during the thirty minute time allotments than during the fifteen
minute Play times. This supports the developmentally appropriate
practice (Bredekamp, 1987), which has suggested there be a balance
between child-initiated and adult-directed activities in the classroom.

The opportunities for informal peer interactions are important
during development as young children gain social awareness.
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Sustained lengths of time for play allow for this blending of cultural
peer interaction and meaningful situations for learning selfawareness. The self-awareness level is essential for cooperative and

collaborative learning which awaits the kindergartener as the formal
learning situations also follows.

Implications
Why do we need to examine adequate time for play and its
impact on the kindergarten child? There are research based and
research proven facts that the longer play time produced higher

levels of play recorded on the Rubin Play Observation Scale. It is
important because some educators, parents, and administrators view

play as purposeless or as recreation. They do not accept play or
understand the reasons for play as part of the vital learning force in

early childhood and kindergarten. Because of these philosophies
many classrooms have devoted very little time for play during the
kindergarten day. There have been pressures to increase the

function of the kindergarten in promoting the child's intellectual
powers by using formal teaching practices which may be ineffective
and inappropriate considering the child's age. An urgency to reach

down into the early years with an "overdrive" of skills and
knowledg* has taken over many schools' kindergarten programs. In
many cases parents and administrators have demanded greater
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formality with restrictions of play activities. With the ever
increasing abundance of educational materials and ideas it can be

tempting to implement lessons with predetermined goals during
almost every minute of the kindergartener's school day. In addition,
the emphasis on academic early learning has many times squee zed

away any adequate time left for self-directed play.
Dramatic play is an important outlet for children from
toddlers on up through the grades. While engaged in dramatic play,

young children interact with other children, share and take turns,

role play and exercise their imaginations. When they are having fun
they build literacy skills and enrich their language. On the other
hand, many children of this age are naturally farsighted, and

activities requiring close work such as printing are very tiring.
Touch and movement are crucial to young children's learning. "Play
creates a zone of proximal development in the

child. In play, the

child always behaves beyond his average ?ge, above his daily
behavior; in play it is as though he were a head taller than himself.

As in the focus of a magnifying glass, play contains all
developmental tendencies in a condensed form and is itself a major
source of development" (vygorsky, [1933] 1978, p. 102).
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Limitations
The study was limited to twenty days of observation and
confined to only two sessions of kindergarten. Also, Rubin's scale

itself could be somewhat limited in regard to one of the coded cells
termed constructive play. There could be levels of sophistication or

maturity within the constructive play category added to the play
observation scale and this should be recorded. For example, more

time would be required to create an elaborate painting or a city
constructed from blocks.
Teacher participating as the researcher was a challenge at

times due to the task of simultaneously being in two roles.

Recommendations

If we are to be effective

teachers, we must understand

developmental characteristics of children and use these as a basis for

designing our programs. When we identify children's characteristics
as essential to their particular stage of development, we are more

likely to view

these characteristics in a positive

light. Rather than

have a program counter to children's natural ways of learning,
classrooms can meet the ways that children learn.

The problem may be that play has been misunderstood and the
values and significance of play may not have been evident. However,
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there has been research concerning the value of play which sheds

Iight on the subject. The research on children's play can establish
clearer pictures of effective and appropriate classroom environment.
Teachers must carefully plan, organize, and furnish the kindergarten
classroom to provide for optimum play learning situations.
Paradigms exist regarding physical settings and emotional scenes of

the kindergarten environment. For example, one conjures up
pictures of classrooms containing paint centers, book nooks,
science/nature displays, blocks and endless building manipulatives,

and dolls with housekeeping furnishings. Open-ended materials
(such as blocks) and self-corrective materials (such as puzzles) help

provide for intellectual safety.

It may take courage to allow for larger amounts of time for
play during the school day. Planning would make it possible, for
example, instead of two ten minute free times, there could be one

combined block of time. The extended time for play would allow

opportunity for children to organize activities and carry out plans.
Children's play is sensitive to this ecological variable. Children need
enough time to play out their themes as reflective activity in order to

focus on other aspects of tasks. For example, the thirty minute play
sessions were in conjunction with a better attention span when

children engaged in work tasks. conversely, the shorter play
sessions seemed to coincide with more inattention to work tasks and

general unrest. Research could expand on this topic of balance
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between play time and work production. The proper balance
between the goal oriented or specific task and the fostering of ageappropriate play or self-selected activity is more likely the ideal

conditions for the kindergarten child's school experience.

Conclusions
Play is important for all ages, but particularly so with the five
and six year old child. Bredekamp's report, Appropriate

Curriculum and Assessruent

for Young Children (1992), clearly

states the appropriate practice in regard to early childhood

education. Many adults are simply not familiar with this research
based document. The kindergafien has often been misinterpreted as

being the "pre-first grade" of elementary school. This is true in the
sense that kindergarten indeed does precede

first grade. However, it

is understanding the uniqueness of this age of development where the
confusion exists. It is at this particular stage of growth where child
psychology and learning becomes important for appropriate
educational practice. Perhaps the word play is in itself the root of

misconception due to various connotations, memories, and personal

interpretations. If this is the case, then the word play could be
changed to the phrase self-directed or individual choice time, for
example.
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Dramatic play in the kindergartener's life at school is an
important foundation for academics. The imaginative nature of play

is crucial to the child's self-control and social protocol necessary for
later life.
As Vygotsky (Cole, et. al., 1993) has rheorized,
representational play provides a unique and influential zone of

proximal development within which children advance themselves to
ever higher levels of psychological functioning.

During this first school experience the child's early, and most

likely, long lasting impressions about authority are formed. Students

will strive toward learning only if they retain a picture in their

heads

that learning is possible (Glasser, 1986). The kindergarren is the
transitional phase where attitudes toward the self and the school are
shaped. Kindergarten is where and when the child may establish a
feeling of mastery in a new situation that could have a lasting impact.

As Doris Bergen wrote in her book Play as a Medium fo,
Learning, "Play, which allows children to choose their learning
focus and which fosters a broad range of developmental goals,
should be included as an essential learning element.

If attaining a

nartow set of academic skills as quickly as possible is the end
endorsed by society, however, then play, which requires extended

time periods, is likely to be undervalued" (1gBB, p

1).
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Classroom Materials in Prepared Environment

I

Playdo, rolling pins, alphabet cutters, etc.

2

Stencils, paper, colored pencils

3

Easel, painting

4

Blocks, wooden (200 pieces)

5

Housekeeping: babies, dishes, dress-ups, baby buggy, play
kitchen, dolls, table/chairs.

6.

Cars, trucks, airplane

7.

Books, sofa/chair

8.

Fuzzles, (10)

9.

Computer, Apple, discs, beginning letter sounds

10.

Legos, bristle blocks, unilix cubes, snap cubes

11.

Science counter (nests, shells, rocks, snake skin, leaves,

magnifying glasses, magnet sorting, Sink 'n' Float Water
Experiment
12..

Games - Candyland, Candyland Bingo, Alphabet Bingo,

Color/Shape Matching, checkers
13.

Chalkboards, colored chalk, erasers

T4,

Fuppets

15.

Flannelboard/three bears story

16.

Sandbox and toys and measuring cups/spoons

6l
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17.

Drawing: crayons, markers, colored pencils

18.

Paper, scissors and glue

19.

Dollhouse apartment building/toy furniture/people
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The Play Observuion Scale (pOSl

o
Kenneth H. Rubin
University of 'Waterloo
(revised t9B9)
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The Development of the Scale
.Early observational investigadons of children's free play preferences often
focused upon the formulation of social panicipation hierarcfriei.'Thus, in a now classic
sTlyl pulql_(1932) discovered that social panicipation Eunong preschoolers increased
with the child'l agg. Parten dc$ed six scquentialsosial panidliation categories:

^

unoccupied behavior, solitary pJayr onlqoFq behavior, paralel play, assoc-iative play,
and g.ogpgrative play.
t"lqlr*lgrs modal play prefererice fr,om 2 in w 3 UZ y*Ls'*u,
parallel play, and from 3 Lfz w 4 llz years wai associative play.

A second m.aj9r early source of information concerning childrcn's play
behaviours stemrned from Piqggt's_(1962) classification of thrEe successivl stages
according t9 thg-d$ryg to_whi.g! pJtytr*ains purely sensorimotcrr sr has some"bearing
Pl {ot8.ht itself. L*U*tH (1968) claboratedupo; the originat Piagct categorier *O=
labeled them as follows: {a) functional play--siinple reped'ti"c *uiCle mo*ements
with or rvithout objectsi
P) constructivi phy--minipuiation of objects to construct or
to "create" something; (c)
$ra.matic p[ay--the subsdnition of an imagu1ary sinration 1o
satisfy thc child's personal wishcs and ieeds; and (d) games-with-=ruld--the
accep.tance of prearranged-rules and.the a$rytment to th-cse nrles. The fogr rlpes
of
- - ptay
r--J
have been thought q dqyetgp r1 a.reJadvety qxeO sequence E'irh nrnction4
appea{lng ontogeneticall-y first in infancy dn+ ganesJwittr-rules t
fa*tng'*onorr.
operations). Recent snrdies, however, have indicated that constnrctive
"t
*.i'Orr-utir play
develop-simultaneously and follow the same developmental course (Rubin, Fein, & - -'
Vandenberg, 1983).

phy

The observational scalc described io thiq pqnual rcprcscnts an anempr to rclate the
_-nvo long--standing play hierarchies, the one sociat (Panen, f qgi), thr
ffi.gg! L962). In recent snrr{ies, the scale has provrnor"ful i" A"ir"*i"irg (;) age and
sex differences
il$n's play; (b) SES diffeienccs in play; (c) cffect"ofiidfoEir*l hqt
Tttins.of p11$ (d) individuai diiiercnces in play; and(J) ifie icifar.onrc*6 wirhin which
the various forms of cognitive play are AisuiUuica n aOdtion, the scale t
ru Urrn used
to idenrify.bo$.e5ueP.ely wittrOrawn and aggrcssive chilOren who arc "at risk"
for later
plr!|olosqat difficulties. tur abbreviarcd in? selective uiutioeraphi"rl
studies in
w$ch $! ppy. scale has been used at the Universiry of *atertfu is **cU as at
"f other
universities is included in this manual.

;tffi;o1iri"i

H

Definitions of Play and Non-play categories
When PA+g achild's behavionr the first decision the observer must make is
whether the behaviour_is play m.non-play. Th...o4$ sheet is divided into pf"f*a
non-play categories.
*g*,i:"pJiy tategorics (fifrctional, ronrrn
and g?mes-with-rulq) are ne-sted withfi the 6cial play cut"gdiri
firUt"ti*ri,'drimatic
irr.ff.i *O
Two-non-play
"y, within the
exploratory
a"t
riading,
arg also nested
foup).
Sharyr:rs,
threc.social play cateiories. fhus thcre are 18 possible ne-s"tld b"il;;,n5-t*ur*y-functional, solitary*irftn ctivc ctc.). fire remiining oon+y categories arE
unoccupied
behaviorrr, onlookcr behaviour, conversadon with tc"uct ir 6i pr.rr, *transitional
and
aggressive behavioru.

F
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1. Social Play
When coding the social play of the focal child it is imponant to norc (1) the
proximity of the focal child to any other children in the area., and (2) the anentiveness of
the focal child to hi#her playmates.

(A) Solitary PIay: The child plays apaxt from other children

at

feet. Slhe is usually playmg with toys that
are diffcrent from those other childlen are using. The child is centered on
his/her own activity and pays little or no attention to any children in the
area. If the child is plafng in a smell area ttre three-fmt ruIe is often not
applicable. In such cases the obsenrer must rcly upon the relative
anentiveness of the child to others in hislher social milieu.
a distance greater than three

G) Parallel Play: Thc child plays indcpendently; however the
activiry often, though not necessarily, brings himlher within three feet of
other children. If the child is ,rery anendve to others while playing
indepcndently, parallel play is coded regardless of *re distance benreen
thc focal child and the other children. Slhe is often playrng wift toys thu
are similar to ttrose that the children around him/her arc using. The child
usually seems to be somewhat awarg of and attentive to his&cr playnates,
and frequently engages in "parallel speech" (i.e., verbalizing his/her o$m
thoughts for the benefit of the other children). In short, the child plays
beside or in the company of other children but does nor play with his/her
comparuons.
(C) Group Play: The child plays wirh other children and there
is a commtn-goal or purpose to their activity. They may be following one
another in a functional or rough-and-nrmbte type of activity, or they rtray
be organizcd 1'os nrelong some matcrial pnoduct, suiving to attain some
qompgtitive goal,_dramatizing sinrations of adult or grcup life, or ptaying
fsrmal Er-Es. Whatever the activity, the goals arc dcfuiitcly groupcentered

?. Cognitive Play
In order to code the cognitive play level of a given activiry the obseruer musr
decide upon the child's intent or purpose as s/he engages in that activiry.

(A) Functional Play: This is an activiry which is done sirnply
for the enjoyment of the physical sensation it cteates. Generally speaking,
the child engages is 5imple motor activities (e.g., rcpetitive moiormovements with or u'ithout objects). Specific exo"lples are ctimbing on
gJnP qguipmcnq pourffig water ftom one container to anothcq jurrlping on
and off a chain making faces; singrng or dansing for nondramatiC
reasons; ringrng bells and buzzers, etc.

first
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(B) Constructive Play: The defrnition of constructive play is
the manipulation of objects for the prqpose of constructing or creating
something. Pounding on playdough for the sensory experience of the
pounding is considered to be functional play howerrer, pounding on
playdough for the puqpose of making a "pancake" is codcd as
ionstnrctive. Simrlarly, potrring water in and out of conuiners is a
functionat activity; however, pouring water into a series of containers for
the purpose of fiIling each container to the same level is a constuctive
play behaviour. It can be seen, therefore, that one major distinction
benreen functional and constnrctive activity concerns the child's goal

during play.

(C)

Dramatic Play: Any element of prctensc play is coded as
dramatic. The child may take on a role of someone else, or may be
engaged in a pretend activity (e.9., pouring pretend water into a cup and
then "drinking" it). Sl}e may also attribute Iife to an inanimarc object
(e.9., making a doll tatk).

(D) Games-with-Rules: The child accepts prearranged nrles,
adjusts to them and controls hisfher actions and rcactions within the given
Iimits. These rules may be long-standing, time-honoured rules, or they
may have been decided upon by the child and/or his&er plaprate(s) prior
to the onset of the gtxme. There must be an element of competition either
benneen the focal child and other children, or with him/herself. To
illustrate, tu/o children who are taking turns bouncing a ball against a wall
arc not necessarily cngaging in a game-with-rules activity cven if thcy
have decided that dropping the ball constitutes the end of a turn.
However, if these children are counting the number of bounces
successfully completed bcforc the ball is dropped and are trying to beat the
other child's (or thcir owfl) previous score, then they are playing a "g4mewith-rules".

3. Non-Play

Behaviours

The following bchaviours are those which are not coded as play.

(A) Exploratory: Exploratory behaviour is def,rned as focused
slamination of an objcct for ttrc purpose of obtaining visual information
about its specific physical properties. The child may be cxamining an
object in hislher hand or rray bc looking at something asross the room.
Also, if a child is listening to a noise or listening for something his,ther
bchaviour is coded as explorarcry. As prcviously mentioned, this
behaviour has been nested within the social play categories because it can
occur in solitary, parallel or group sinrations.
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G) Reading: Generally, reading is coded when a child is
reading or leafing through a book, or is bcing read to by a teacher or other
person. However, this category has also been expanded to include
listening to a record or tape rccording and counting objects (for example,
coundng the number of picrures on a wall or the number of cards in a
deck).
Because reading activities can potentially fafl under any of the
three social levels (sotitary, parallel or grcup), it has been nested within
the social play categories.

(C) Unoccupied Behaviour: There is a marked absence of

focus sr intent when a child is unoccupied. Generally, therc art two types
of unoccupied behaviours: (1) the child is staring blankly into qpacc; 6;
(2) the child is wandering with no qpecific prqpose, only slightly
interested, if at all, in ongoing activiries. If the chitd is engaging in a
functional activiry (e.g., turisting hair or frddling $'ith an object) but is nor
attending to the activity, then the child is coded as being unoccupied. If it
is judgcd that ttre child's mind is on the functional activity, the behaviour
would be coded as 'functional'.

(D) Onlooker Behaviour: When onlooking,

the child watches
but does not enter into an activity. Sfte may also
offer colnments, or laugh with the ottrer children, but does not become
the activities of others

involved in tlre acnral activity.

C) Transition: Transition is coded when a child is setting up a
ney activity, moving from one activity to another, or tidying up an
activity. Exam- plcs arc walking across the room to watch an-acEviry or to
get a drink of water, setting up a gamc, or searching for a desired dUSecr
(F) Active Conversation: Conversation involves the verbat
transfer of information to another person. Parallel and private-qpeech do
not fall under this carcgory as neither re,prEsent anempts at
communication. Conversation is coded when a child is being spoken to
!,y *gttter child and is actively listening in order to rcspond or iollow
directions, and is also coded when moic than one child shares laughter
(eye contact must bc made). Howwetr, a child who is listening to
someone clsc's conversation but is not specifically bcing spoken to is
codcd as engaging in onlooker behaviotr instead of conversadon.
Conversation \rith a pesr is differentiated from conversation with a
teachsr or adult by puning a checkma* in the appropriate coding space.

(Q) Aegressttnr Aggression refers to non-playful physical
contact with another child- It is almost always agonistic in nanne.
Included are hiring, kicking, grabbing, threatening, etc.
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r*,,ionPo*H#X;:X1#[fr:1,';ffi:#rlHi'#fi S"?rr?flI,*,

runt ing
in a non-ggalrzed fashion,-or ltaytrt physicaT conncr
-ry.ound
(e.9., rickling). After coding the behaviour as iittrer frinctional or
dramaric plly, the. observer should indicate the rough-and-nrmble nange
of the plal by noting "RT" on the corrEsponding liie at the right-hand side
of the coding sheet.The following four examples are illustradons of behaviorus fsr which RT is coded:

Example

1:

A group of childrcn is.,{iding o-n tricycles around a schoolyard Thcy are riding as
a group and are Eavelling as fast as they can (this is acruilly "grouf running;i --

Example 2:
Two children are sining on the floor One leans over urd playfuIly flicks the
other on the hcad. Thc second child laughs and rcnrms thi

Ctstoi.

Example 3:
Two
"supetr heroes". At one point they engage in
T pretendiog to - beflosr.
"Stn
"battle"
and tussle together on ttre

a

Example 4:
qgoq
$
family

of children are playrng."hous€". One chil{ who is pretcnding to be the
'
dog, has been "bad"; aia is bcine qpa"ka
the moih;:

ti

In the first
cxlPPles the children are qngggrng in group functional activities,
play shouldYo
bc coded as such. However, in"Elafrpre-t, ttr'eir n*cdonal play is
of a "group running" naturc, nrd E*ug.pte z in-ey-ailJngrd"ti" privrrr, p[#i"ir
T
contafi -- trilo markers of rough-and-nrmbll
acuvrues.

qd

*t

Similarly in Fe second two.examples the children are involved in group-dramadc
activites; however, the behaviours invotvb mock fighring or physi.uf
Therefore,
in a1l fotr cases the observer should place a cnicdarEfi rid ai,prop""t"-g*e
"ontirt.
functio. n{
lfor pxamples I o1.2) gl$oufdramatic (for e*aorpi"i s gr +i't iotumrr and
mark "RT" on the correqponding liric at thc bonom df trre coOingi[*L

-'

7l
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Summary

of Play and Non-Play

BEHAVIOI.]R

Behaviours

GOAL OR INTEI!'T

Solitary

-

Parallel

-

Group

-

Functional

-

to engage in an activiry entirely alone, usually
Erore than three feet away ftom other children.
to engage in an activiry beside (but not with)
other childrcn, usually at a distance of three feet
or less.
to engage in an activity wirh another child or
children, in which the cognitivc goal or purpose
is shared annongst all group members.
to experience sensory sdmuladon through

simple, repetitive muscular rnovements.

Dramadc

-

Games-with-rules

-

Exploratory

-

Reading

-

Unoccupied

-

Onlooker

-

Transition

-

Conversation
Aggression

-

Rough-and-Tumble

-

Constn:ctive

to creaE or construct something.
to dramarize lifc situations or brring life to an
inanimate object.

to engage in a competitive game-rype activiry
following prc-established nrJes and ti"niu.
to obtain visual or auditory informarion from an
object.
to receive cognitive informadon from bool$,
rccords, etc.
ttrere is a complerc lack
this bchaviorrr.

of goal m fmus during

to watch (or listen ro) the bchaviours and
activitics of other children
to prepare for, set out, or tidy up an activiry, or
to rnove from one activiry to another.
to commuricate verbally with others.

b

exprcss displeasure, anger, disapproval
through physical means.

playtul physical activiry.
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Di rections

1' The observer should warch the targ-et child for 30 seconds before begmning
to record behaviours, in order to become familiar wfth cont"*roar
ttre

iuE;i-*rrrg

child's behaviours. The target child is observcd for a tO iicond
interval. rne next 5 ro
10 seconds ar9 sPent. coding
p*{ominant
u-ur*,rcauv
qlti"iry
pi.#g a checlmark
*"
in the aPpropriarc column o-n ttre ^coding rfrg"r. Ttre o'bserver
should^ rtt"-*pt to keep the
Iength of this coding time (or "off' quelvary as close ,o s ,ironiii-rl#iurr.
Thus, ir
will take one- and one-half to nro minot"r io obtain on" *,i]r-u-*tfEJ,il.ild
observations.
In order to obtain a valid measure of the child;s
Sun*rrl prry sryles, we recommend that
only up to five minutes of the child's behaviour fr
recorded on any given day.

2' When the child is involved in any interaction with another child
or children
(i'e-, group Play, conversation, agErtrssion,hugn
and tumbte) ttre nnmes of the focal
child's playrnarcs should be rccorf,ed in t# .pp*prrate
space
tt r-flrrt-hand side of
the coding sheer

it

3' For any of the above-mentioned interactions the affect, whether
the interacdon
was positive (+), neural (o) or negadve (-) shouta
,tso u"-nbla i"

,i;6;ropriate

column.

A positive interacrion l.s
ryoryqal in naturc and wiII ultimately-leave the plaprate
with a good feeling. This incrudes
heitr$"i"g. g,rra;;; praise, affection,
pnotecdon,
Tftlo"ce,
4*-$"i"g, overt comfltiin"J * udieptance of directions and
gtts'
wann Feedngs, smilin-g_and
raughing, inviad;" i" pr.i,; pifri;ri"i gr'ing,
promises of reward, joke te[ing, etc.

A negative inrcraction is defined

the playmate feel unhappy, bothered,

as an

crr

and-social act which will

make
lgonistic
aorr"rca]rt
. exaurpte, ,r" orr.n nonrompliance,

disapproval, rejecrion, blimins, tgasys,Eilil,
damaging propeny, physical attact, mffats.'

q;#;ffi:

yeling, ignoring, taking or

Neutral interactions are the everyday, common-place
interactions benueen
children that conain none of the-abori
behavior:rs. These
commnnicatiie in-n;d #J
invorve *1 *Ln* ge or

iliffiHll tr,f#enilv

i,*i*iiffiIiJ,iiri""

;lil;

These affective categories are drawn from Furuan,
Ratre, and Harnrp (1grg).
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Selecting the Dominant Behaviour
Dudng each 10-sec interval, only one behaviour is coded. If more than one
behavior occurs {q_nng a 10-sec interval, the longest lasting behaviour is coded. If ttre
behaviours are of the same length, the observer "codes up"li.e., s/he codes the most
maffie social and/or cognitive categorry).
The hierarchy for "coding up" is as follows.
1

.

Any Group behaviour supercedes all other behaviours.
Group Eamcs > gloup-drama I roup-construction > group-rcading > groupexploration > group-functional

2.
3.

Conversation
Parallel play

Within parallcl pla.y the sarne cognitive play hierarchy as in
games > dranra ...)

4.

1

is used (e.g.,

Solitary

within solitary ptly

the.same cognitive play hierarchy as in 1 is used (e.g.,
drama > consrnrction ...)

5.
6.
7.

Onlookcr
Unoccupied

Transitional

.Aggression and rough-and-tumble play arc not included in the above described
hierarchy-. Thry ao
-hth cirCed.evcry time thry occur. If aggression iasts lorg_gl.rh*
other
behaviour
in
a lGsec interval, then ohty aggressidriis coded. Ho*cier,
fnY
lasts less than another bchaviotu, both aggrcssion ant*tt e other behavio* ir codcd-

ifii

? .

R.o"g!-and-tumbte play can only be coded in combinarion with either

t'uncdonal or dramatic play.

Reliabitity
Inter-observer reliability has bccn reponed in many of the sources listed in ttre
bibliography. Percent.agreement hT rangedJromlpproxirnately AOir-iSio. f<rpp*
computed on various data serstfrve been -uniformally'hish.
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Some Helpful Hints

1' Solitary Ys. Paralle-t PIay:
a distance of three
-As previously mentioned,
feet is considered to be the dividing
berdeen
soriri.y ,o,o-pr*rl"fp[y: However, the
_tine
three foot proximiry. ru.Ig.is not ab6lute.
so*.-;in

t

,rrr observei must consider
other factors when deciding whether to code a Uetraviour
"ri"*,
as Irri-t
f,r*rr*r. For
e:<ample:

"y

*

The focal child is playing at a table and a second child is p layrng
on the
-teet
floor wirhin three
ofthe focal chilq but ttrey are baclt to back and are
paylng no amendon to one another.

In this situation the focal ghitd.s ptay.would be catled solitary
because of the
complere absence of attention to the oth# i[ua.

If the play qpace is limiEd, i.e., if the children.are playlng in a very
sman room
andror there is onlybne table at which
pl"y, tt e, *"i, n6t i"rr" airy choice but
$ry
to be within threc feet of one another. In ihis sin afrio
rti, obrrruer must rely on other
factors such as the afientivenels of the t rirt ruila to nrr+y-rhildr;r,
iLrrn*, o,
absence oj.ryrallef speccfr.by the t*g.rr-tfiid,-;Jil;;hlfi(
position at the tabte retative
to other children at the mble.

.*

,il

2. Paraller vs. Group pray:. In some situations it may appear as
if a number
of children arc engaqed in a group
*h"o o"toafly they are playing in a parallel
Eranner. FOr exArrlrls;
".tiriry

Two.{fuT are go{rg to build a house together out of ,,rego,,. one
decides to take some tJqg and buila a gamfe
nr t ouse, while the ottrer
works on the house itse-if.

r*

In this example the children arE acnrally elqagng parallel
in
play because at this
point they have two sePar.ate goals toiuuuaing
wirh rego. dng-rhil{'G"rl is to build a
house, while the other itrla iritends m build garage
a
to attach to the house. when the
time comes that. they have finislied ,h.ir$arate
constnrctions and are joining the nro
together (i.e-, when ihty have a cornmon
si,Jiih;i *ilIT;tngaging in group ptay.
Similafly, in a dramadc sinradon when nno children are play-acting
the roles of
"mommy" and "daddy",.rhgy are coded
as engagint,T.gr"n-dramatig play as long
as
they are together and their cliatacters are inrcricf;ni-witf;-Jne
:"ho*L; anorher. Hbwever, if the
"daddy" goes to "work" and the
royr
tireir play may be reduced to
parallel-, or even solitary-dramadc ptiyf]r a while.

.'-o-*y
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3. Parallel vs. Group Rough-and-Tumble Play: As previously

discussed, roug{r--gnd-tumble play t*ftF to playfulphy.qical iontact ,ir
-octELnting
with another child. This scems toJgnply thit. roggh;aird-nrmble play, Uy
OefinTtion,=

Tc.ursln gryTP.siruadons 9nly. However, in ttic foUorving
of the focal children camot be considered to be roup play:
Example

exi*pies'tt.

behaviotgs

1:

The focal child rushes over to another child (who is colouring a picrure)
and pretc_nd.s ro engage in a sword fight wirh hi'n Ttre secoilO inifO
completely ignorcs the focal child and continues drawing.

Exampl e 2:
The focal childtras a p_aper"airplane and is throwing the airplane at
children around her. Slie throws the airplane ar a
*nr,
fiassingttUO,
I
picks it up and throws it at another

child.

In both of these examples there no common goal or puryose between the focal
!s
child and hislher plalmates; cbnsegqgl+y,.the
activitiei ,re no't c6aea as goup frry.
However, in both cases the target chiH aennircly engagint i11
rumute
ii
behaviours. Therefore, the first example would #.oEefi rs proffel-dramatic roughand-t"mble, and the second q qarallgl-functio.n4
.p-ogh-*A-'n il-Ufe. If, J;rg th[i,
-intervals, the second child had ioin"_d thr focal child
In *ri rough-and-nrmUfe Ffai
behaviour groupdramatic or gforp-functional rough-anA-nrmUrE pl"y ;"rld
have been

fiih-inf

-

coded.

4- Constructive Play vs. Transition: While setting up or g.ening_ready to
do an activity is generally considered to be transitional betraviour, sometimes-thc
ir-tti"gup stage constiturcs a +?e of play in itsclf. Fsr exerr?ple, if a ctritd elecm pht
to
*ith
py hos.pj,.l -sft" qay spbnd a grdat deal of time ponirig r[.
Iospltal beds a".f
tn
places
,hC gspital before ro-'n*o'"ing-a;d;I;
I"dr-q thir-l-rrtd;i
lnecifi.c
.t
T
up" may E S.t only.activity
child does with tt c"trospitaf" In this case consmrctive
Fe
play is coded instead of trairsitioyl
u"- ;rt4 ilrEforE, that'sening- up
:,
which is not merely preparation but Tri"iry.
does, in fact, ii"oi"r
considered
to be constructive play. Other exaqples inclugg
"r"iti"iElis
Ao[r,
;*ppili'rogr*,o
rrain
tracks or road pieces on which a carbr Eain wiu "ddv*;I --

i

il.).

eqoifi;;

*:
il*"
e5*g

Secondly'€ome constnrctive acdvities have transitional bchaviour nested within
them. For exam.ple, when drawing, paindng, or Uuifainliltfr blocks a
child has to take
some time to select ncw markers, rEfrU hivficr painr b,nish,-gct another
tio.t, ,t . If
these activitics last for very shon perios oi timi in bcn*,een
tong constnrctive periods
considerEd to be transitional R;h*;tlr;t-rc donsidered to be pan
of
*:i^tt"t=not
the constnrctive *i"iy.
rf, for example, a.child draws foittree or four
-However,
seconds but then.spcnds the resf,of ttre 10 second iniem+srt.it"g
;;;;lour,
transitional activiry-T coded I5r ott_rer words,
ir
rJrp"
#b"h"rlo;is
predominant in
-T.rt
'a 10 second intenral it is considcrEd to bc transitiooaf
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5. Dramatic vs. Functional. Ptay: It is sometimes very difficult to tell if a
child is engagurg in dramadc or tunctionat play;
ir;irrhin;; roy car around
ie.i.la
the floor). In ,-t.tit example, the observer m,ist use conre*t"hitd
rJ*Jr
tofrif,**rc a
d,ecisi
regarding the rlpe oj play behaviour to code. The most obvious clue
.o.l
is whether
the child is making.any-pllyftn sdunds -- eqgulg go1i9r, tires
squealing, erc. If so, then
the behavior:r is coded as aiamatic. Similarll,
reeurs to be E i .irrg the car
s
ulong u "tgr4",cr is drirring ttre car over to
op ro*. 'i*r*ngers,,, tt rn dramatic
plqy is coded. However, if-thme are no coniexnrai cues aviilabte,
or if the action seems
to be for sensory stimulation only{q in
dsqs purt irrg and pulling of a-frct;;"g

fiit

td;tid

*

5' Dramatic

vs. Constructive Play or Transition: In some sinrations a
child.is engaging in an activiry which would n-or*affy U* roarA as consmrctive
or
trarrsitional [e.g., putting qlatis out on a table
cti"elq FuninS playdough into a
fronst
-Howevetr,
cupboard (mnsitional)1.
if the chiti ir, il tt p"irrr, in a &amatic role or is
engaging in some typcs of pretense plly., thg, these behafiours
",
are coded as dramatic. In
the above two ex,mples, this appli5 ifihe chilCilt-fil
r*.*naing o be 3 ,,6smmy,'
r:^ryg the ta-bte, oris
pFp.gfr.
pqyd*fi in ttc;roren;. Again, it is
,S_:^r:
lmponant to try to discErn theftuany
purpose Uetriid the ct itd's"actions.

'

Games'with'Rules: There is a tendency to code any acdvity that
involves a
Howcv#, a chitdr* use a uoarol*oi. in a number
of ways ryltich do not involve competit*
rules. For
7

board game as a game-with-rules.

:'xffixt,[*:,ir:*T,.,1trffif

"irou.ffiipr*israblishe

tfr x;*,,?itsm.mt,'r";:#m

A child who fuids rh*
TJrfl.games-wit-prq* aspefi of a boarrd game too
complex or dtf;Ecult may simplify
r,iilt eiu*r orttr. br.
to a conshrctive tlpe of
activiry' For example, one gimc curc"dy
tne market orq"irrr children to pur a
number of varied shapes inlo correspondqrc pra.cs
a b";rd dming a set period of
time' If the child doci not stop ttrc
tifrlr
bcforE "dmc has rtur out,,, then all thc
fame
pieces which have been
Plt inio u#-_ ae-sifiatea positions are ejectcd. A child who tries
to "beat" the timer or hi#her o1,o.$ers; prrfroos.iompleti.on
with-rules. However, if the rhil+ is m+i, p.rqrgTept;;-.rury.s- is.engaging in a gamein thcir appropriarc
positions without the use of *re tirrer, tt rri
ir""";-d'"g ;h* game as a puzzle rather
#t;
than as a game; his/her behavior:r is ioda
ui .orstn ctive.

;;

*e;.*r

*

Also, som? bo*{ games must be set up before game-playing
can commence.
There may be cards or pi#es, cE., which mofi b"
ri*anc
locations,
or a piece
of equipPery ma-y need to be wound or ieiin some way.
If
these activities ar' done in
preparation for pFryng with thq
Sam in some lrranner then "transition" is cded; if the
activities are cairied out for their-own ;.k;Gn
consrucrive is coded.

ilifi,"
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8. Games-with-Rules vs. Onlooker: A child will watch an on-going game
for one of nn'o rEasons: (1) Sfte is not acruatly playrng the game him/herself but is
interested in warc.hing iU (2) Sthe is involveA in-tnti grire-p1-aying and is waidng fo;
his/her turn. In the first example the child is not an ictive
ilanicilanq therefsre"s/he is
coded as onlookinB.in
the
second
example
the
itrm
ii actively involved in
floyvever,
th9 samq, in.qplte of thc fact that g/hc is, at ttrat point in time, mercly wa'rching the others take their turns. Crroup-game is coded.
On the.ottrer hand, if, instead of watching the gamc while waiting for his/her
furn, the child in the second exam_ple is.watctring some other activiry or ingaging in some
other behaviour, then that other behavioru is coaea.

9. Conversation:
A- Parallel Speech: As previously

paraqel,speech, or verbatizing

ryenuoqcd,
one's Foo8tl! and/or actions to nb one in panicular,
is n6t coded is conuosation. It issometimes difEcult to tell if a.child is merciy vcrbalizing to him&."*rff
is, in facf
*teqlF-ng to spcak with another child Sorie clues thai rnay hetp tf,r oUir*er to decide

*

if a child is communicating

are:

1) ttre focal child refers to the other rhild by name or by the pronoun "you,,;
?)
ttre focal child asks a question m makes I demand oi the dttrer child
3) the focal child estaHishes eye coutact with his,/her ptaymaies *h.n speaking.
B. Dramatic and Game Speech: In
flgrp. situations some forms of speech
may be communicative in nan:re buiare required
for^the mairrt*oance of the ongoifig
play actiy:tl. For example, in group--dramatic pl"y it is neceirr"y
{oup
rfr=g pfiy
characters to tnlk to one anothir. This-is rirerred to ai "do*;d;qpfii".
duTo8.a qouP garnc
3ctivily, there is a ccnain amourt of tallcing tti"t eo*, on in order tomaintain the interest in and momennrm of thc g-amc {e.g., Tt'r
;oltr;nirl;''t
four."; "You alwals beat me."-; erc.1. Thisis cfiied "L-;f;; rp"""t,
In qpirr of the fact
that incidences of ifuamadc and game spccch arc comiunic"f,"ifi"y
311p--fi coded as
conversation
par!
goop
of
thg
activi#.
ffi trrr g,tf,o t"*A,
tc.auf.Fty are an implitit
^a
in .erorip-ao*"ti.Ehup-el* session, speaks m a
ingte.d
fr*:pf.:.,:Sd,.white
chilcl
about a totally unrclatcd rrattc,r, tf,en this conversatidn is cfrcd becauic
thi
communication is over and above the requirements of the ongoing gr"6;tiviry.

I

C' Active Listening: In order to code active tistening

f*
ti*it;;[i,
goi.

(i.e., conver3ation), the
-

observer must be cemain that the focal child is beini spokin to ilra is tistening
fort#
Purpose of replying or following directions. Some-chies that ttre ctrild ii;rtu] 4y

listening are:

l)

2)

--

ttre focal child establishes or maintains eye contact with the spcaker;
the focal child rcsponds in some mannerm the other child when that child
has

finished speakingl
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10. Exploratory vs. Onlooker Behaviour: As previously mentioned,, the
it.thr, explorarion involves recery1ni
visual or auditory
from
an
object,
while
ododning refers to receiving
iSo*r.qon
information re.garding another person. Ir the following situaEon it is possible to confuse
"irluf
maJol distinction benpeen these two behaviours
the two behavior:rs:

The focal child is watching another child draw a picnrre. The 'arrisr"
sPPl drawing and_moves his hand back from the picture, while the focal
child condnues to look at the dra*ing.

In this example ttre target child is at first engagrng in onlooker behaviour. When
the second child stops drawinfi, however, rhc beharlofu 6r *r* focJ ;hi]d
exploratoryin nature because s/hq is
lg longer watching the person, bur is insteidglatni-ryng the-picture. If the focal child's attention had movdf with the other child
himself when he stopped drawing, then this behavio* *oUa
a contnuation of

k.o**,

*pfi;i

onlooking.

11. Simultaneous Activities: It is possible for a child ro ensase in rwo
activites simultaneously. For example, a chili may be
F.up of
children (transition) and watching ,ti!* at the.sami dme
a chitd
torldtiij-U*fl*ry,
rlay be drawing a.picture (consuuctive) and singing (funitional) all ar onri. In a
situation such
thf it is important that the obie#;
ad establish where the child's
attention is. In"tthe first ex^,-ple the chjtd.is ppbab-ly-*oic"rtr*ti"E."
"y
tt" icri*,y;f ,hchildren s/he is watching; theiefore onlookei is codit.

*alhrlt;;-;J;

The seco+d eT.a$qleis morc difEcult to code and depends on contexmal
cues
(i.e-, is the child jusl tig.h4y humrning br$ of songi *nir-*
Oiawing or is s/he ii"srr;
loudly and pausing f,i#Iier picnue-malqs to rfrg .tio*rri). Ai
iate, tt e
,u
observer should, make
str;onfi
to
djterminE
tnr
f*us
of
the
child's
artenrion.
3
lftempt
this is impossible, the "code up" rule should bc invoka. ---

;i

Simitartl, a child
converse wift another child and engage in another
behaviour simu{gneously.
4*s not prcsent a probelm because of the fact that
conversation is "double-coded"; i.e., it is LoOea whinever it occurs.
Ttrerefore, in tt
situation both conversation and the predominant bchaviour are marked
on the coding

If

ry

It$

sheet.

i,
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Appendix H

PLAY STUDY

coMPARISoN oF MALE vs FEMALE GRoup pLAy
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Appendix I

PLAY STUDY
COMPARISON OF AM vs PM GROUP PLAY
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